


WingRiders is an Automated Market Maker (AMM) decen-
tralized exchange (DEX) built on top of the Cardano using the 
eUTxO model on the main chain. The project is powered by 
VacuumLabs, one of the most widely respected developers in 
the Cardano space.

WingRiders’ objective is to be an infrastructure element for 
the whole Cardano ecosystem, with simple integration into 
any wallet or Dapp. Accessible via many platforms, supporting 
connectors and Hardware wallets such as Ledger or Trezor. The 
platform will be fully decentralized and trustless supporting 
swaps between Cardano native tokens. Plans exceed the AMM, 
L1 and Cardano itself. 

WINGRIDERS – THE DEX ON CARDANO
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WHAT IS A DEX?

DEX

A DEX is an abbreviation of “Decentralized Exchange”. Decentralized 
exchange differs in format and setup from a “centralized exchange” 
such as Binance or Bittrex which have a central organization in con-
trol.

“If you don’t hold your private keys, you don’t hold your crypto.”

A DEX is either entirely automated or with a P2P element which 
means that the platform is largely self governing, with transactions 
controlled by either an Order Book or via Automated Market Mak-
ers (AMM) via smart contracts or Scripts. As the entire platform is 
governed by functional programming to be automated, it does not 
require a centralized entity like a centralized exchange does. 

Any decision making required will come from those holding govern-
ing tokens, or by those technical people employed by the Dao to 
work on the roadmap. The two types of DEX’s are AMM (Automated 
Market Maker) where the swaps are controlled by the smart con-
tracts, or Order Book (which holds orders to buy and sell from users, 
and matches them.) Wingriders uses the AMM model.

A DEX is a valuable piece of the infrastructure of the Cardano eco-
system because it allows users (WingRiders) to: 

Swap Tokens (via Asset Pairs) 
Earn (via Staking) and 
Fly (To the #Moon!)
Liquidity Provision
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WHAT IS A DEX?

More importantly, the development of a DEX allows ADA hold-
ers to trade or swap Cardano tokens on the native platform. It 
is important to note that WingRiders aims to be fully functional 
on the Cardano mainchain, no use of emerging sidechains.

This is is because in the Long term, we believe that a solu-
tion on a sidechain might impair the performance of a DEX or 
present hurdles for users. Using a sidechain also opens up new 
attack vectors from a security perspective due to relying on 
a not long term, proven chain. Compatibility with the main 
chain and integration may present another layer of challenge 
for a project. 

First, let’s talk about AMM vs. Order Book DEX’s, and explain 
AMM in general terms. AMM stands for Automated Market 
Making (as opposed to Market Makers in traditional stock mar-
kets, who maintain liquidity in a certain share/instrument.) In 
an AMM DEX, this market making is provided by the Scripts, or 
Smart Contracts - making it Trustless, and Decentralized.

DEX
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WHAT IS A DEX?

Therefore, an AMM DEX uses liquidity pools to ensure there 
is always a counterparty to swap with. This is different to the 
Order Book model, which matches sellers with buyers via 
“Shortest Path Matching” or some other protocol - essentially 
I sell my ADA to you, who wishes to buy.

Cardano - with its stake pools and proof of stake adds addi-
tional benefits to using an AMM model, but an example of an 
Order Book DEX on Cardano already does exist. 

By their structure, AMM DEX’s try to eliminate large parties 
(Traditional Market Makers) or Centralized organizations 
to act as liquidity providers. The purpose of this is to provide 
a Trustless platform (eg. you do not need to trust a rent seek-
ing middleman). 

DEX
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WHY CARDANO?

Cardano is considered a 3rd generation blockchain (1st gen-
eration = Bitcoin, 2nd generation = Ethereum).

The reason that WingRiders has chosen to build on the Car-
dano blockchain is because our team believes that to further 
develop the ecosystem, Cardano requires a light, browser 
based DEX that allows the entire community to participate 
and profit, while providing a pathway for future dApps to 
gain access to a secure, reliable platform through which to 
channel their swaps. WingRiders aim is to be that piece of 
essential infrastructure. 
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HOW IS CARDANO DIFFERENT?

Cardano, is coded in the functional programming lan-
guage, Haskell. It also uses a novel accounting/ execution 
model, known as “Extended Unspent Transaction Outputs” 
(eUTXOs).

The eUTXO model implements smart contracts more “pas-
sively” than an explicit function call, and heavily discourages 
the use of global state. The benefit of this approach is that 
Cardano avoids the high gas fees for settlement that hin-
der the Ethereum blockchain. The eUTXO approach further 
refines the simpler UTXO model. In the UTXO model, money 
is tracked as a chain of custody, by pointing at a specific 
(unspent) output from a previous transaction, which then 
gets consumed as the input to a new transaction. 
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CURRENT STATUS

THE WINGRIDERS BRAND

WingRiders is already LIVE on Testnet. With the example of 
a seamless first of many integrations to a wallet. We hope 
that you will review the project, and if you have feedback, 
we would welcome it - please submit as a ticket via our 
Discord.

This first wallet is a new product from Adalite called NuFi 
(being used already on mainnet) Swapping & liquidity pools 
are fully functional. Mainnet Launch: Q1 2022.

We’ve really only begun to scratch the surface - we are build-
ing something great. We’ll soon reveal the other Riders, not 
just the WingRiders themselves. WingRiders is a team, and 
we hope everyone will join. We are not afraid to be different, 
to be distinctive. 
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OUR CORE VALUES

THE DEX ON CARDANO
This is our first core value, and it isn’t arrogance. We believe 
that to move the ADA ecosystem forward, the community 
needs not just a DEX, but a piece of infrastructure governed 
as a DAO. Our aim is to support all projects that may require 
a swap functionality.

We aim to add new projects and tokens that get popular 
support easily and simply. We think “a rising tide lifts all 
boats” and nowhere is this more obvious than in the crypto 
community. We want projects to come to us, and know that 
our philosophy means that we will do our best to support 
them if they are bringing value to Cardano.

TRANSPARENCY 
We will be transparent across the project, fees, details, 
information - If it’s important, we will communicate it. We 
feel that this is the best way to communicate with the wider 
Cardano Community and DAO members.

SIMPLICITY
It is our aim to help spur mass adoption of cryptocurrency in 
general and Cardano in particular is about being easy to use, 
our design ethos reflects this. Our platform is easy to use.
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OUR CORE VALUES

COMMUNITY
We feel that having a vibrant, engaged community is critical 
for widespread adoption. From our description of DEX’s, you 
can see even from our Batching Model that we aim to open 
this to the community, not just big stake pools and whales. 
We call ourselves a Co-DEX (Community DEX) because of 
this. Our batching model will eventually be open to any-
one, and we call these batchers “Agents”. In our upcoming 
releases we will reveal more about this.

TRUSTLESS
From the ground up, we are building for a decentralized 
world. We don’t want to be a faceless organization running 
some DEX, we aim to build it and hand as much of the run-
ning off to Agents, Liquidity providers and the DAO mem-
bers. WingRiders will belong to the stakers, the Agents and 
the community.
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https://medium.com/cardano-journal/cexs-dex-s-and-the-boom-on-cardano-af744743eca3


FEATURES

Wingriders is already live on Testnet, and its performance 
is impressive. Currently we are achieving high speeds due to 
the number of transactions we are achieving per block. This 
can be seen here, with an average transaction size of a little 
above 10 kB. This allows for 4-5 transactions per block (of 
72kB).

From our launch on testnet, we have direct integration with 
NuFi, the new wallet from the makers of Adalite. You can read 
more about Nu.Fi here. Adalite is the third most popular Car-
dano wallet, and our aim is to integrate more wallets quickly. 
Our objective is to cover the majority of the cardano com-
munity with their preferred wallet by Q2 2022. No team in 
Cardano has more integration experience. 

We will announce more features in the coming weeks, includ-
ing the Roadmap for integrations with additional wallets, the 
ADA token pairs available at launch, and many others.
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TRANSACTION DETAIL

https://testnet.adaex.org/transaction/95e6345b2f1b0fb81a834a4d38f714d5127bda6080c986fb8974965fa82d79a3
https://nu.fi/


CONCURRENCY

Concurrency is an interesting topic, hotly discussed in 
Cardano circles. There are two different understandings 
regarding this and we’ll outline them here. To many in 
the community, it has to do with how many interactions 
are possible with a single Liquidity Pool (LP) by different 
users in one block (the answer is one per LP without a 
concurrency solution). To understand what is meant by 
a single user being able to interact with a single LP once 
per block, think about this -

Aaron is doing a transaction on a DEX platform, he wish-
es to swap x ADA with y SOL by interacting directly with 
the ADA-SOL liquidity pool. Once he submits the swap 
transaction, it is not complete until the block is settled. 
The balance of both x ADA and y SOL will be different 
post the transaction. E.g. Until the transaction is settled, 
the balance of that LP is not verified. If other users tried 
creating their own swap transactions, they will conflict 
with Aaron’s transaction and the blockchain will reject 
them. However, it is possible to spread multiple transac-
tions across multiple LP’s in a single block.
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CONCURRENCY

More importantly, the varied balance of ADA and SOL in the 
above example may impact the price of subsequent trans-
actions. The solution WingRiders chose for this is the “batch-
ing model” described below. 

From a development perspective, the concurrency is more 
to do with servicing multiple liquidity pools in parallel. Car-
dano already supports this type of concurrency out of the 
box. With the “batching model” the concurrency solution 
becomes more interesting, since the agents have to balance 
prioritization of liquidity pools, blockchain congestion and 
batch sizes. When we at Wingriders talk about concurrency, 
as we are very much developer led, we lean toward the latter 
meaning.
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THE “BATCHING MODEL”

Users would create swap requests and Agents (the “batch-
ers”) would fulfill these requests on behalf of the users. The 
requests are small transactions, while the transactions that 
fulfill these requests would interact with the DEX scripts 
(smart contracts) to ensure that the users are correctly 
compensated.

These batch transactions are large because of the includ-
ed scripts and large number of inputs. The agent’s goal is to 
maximize efficiency and include as many swap requests as 
possible. The more requests the agent can fulfill in a single 
transaction, the less load on the blockchain, lower overall 
fees and faster perceived user experience.

How many requests can be included also depends on the 
transaction size, memory and cpu usage of the smart con-
tracts. This is where the internal factors of the DEX’s archi-
tecture, concurrency solution and tradeoffs become evident. 
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DESIGN

Our UX and UI teams have also done a great job. They are 
very experienced, and it is key for us to keep iterating and 
developing, and improving.

We want to be the technically best engineered DEX on 
Cardano, full stop. WingRiders aims to be THE DEX on 
Cardano. Not the only one, just the best, most feature rich, 
most community friendly. 

UX/UI
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WHY WINGRIDERS?

Powered by Vacuumlabs that has been developing for Carda-
no for 4 years, and many of our team have been in the crypto 
space longer. We’ve seen “flash in the pan” marketing come 
and go. If you don’t have a strong developer base to execute 
on your vision, you are just marketing.

At WingRiders, our aim is to build a top tier DEX that sup-
ports other dApp developers, projects and the ecosystem as 
a whole, by acting as the “plumbing” for their swap and ex-
change functions. WingRiders aims to lift Cardano as a whole. 

Why did we select the name WingRiders? The Wing represents 
a symbol of freedom, while the Riders represent the group of 
strong heroes that help each other and are the community. 
Because we are a community - anyone can be a Rider, and 
support the other Riders and the ecosystem.

The masking helmet represents our commitment to privacy. 
We aren’t important, it is the project that should be focused 
on. Anyone can be a hero, and soar the skies with us.
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WHY CHOOSE WINGRIDERS?

DEX platforms are Trustless,which means that you are trading 
and swapping via an AMM system (Automated Market Mak-
ing), which in essence means you are swapping via a code-
base -   It is important to consider who is building the DEX, 
and their experience of writing code. In the case of WingRid-
ers, our code is Powered by Vacuumlabs, who have been in 
the Cardano space since its inception.

VL has developed code for IOHK, Emurgo and a host of other 
projects within the community. In total, Vacuumlabs has a 
team of over 250 developers, and while WingRiders is one of 
many projects supported by Vacuumlabs, this allows for the 
project to scale quickly when demand requires. An addition-
al benefit is that the DEX via its partnerships can quickly and 
easily integrate - becoming accessible to NuFI wallet holders 
of (a now new launching product of Adalite - read the press 
release here (nu.fi)  It also gives the added benefit of know-
ing that VacuumLabs, one of the foremost developers in the 
Cardano space, is writing the code.

The Vacuumlabs/WingRiders Cardano development team is 
one of the most experienced in the ecosystem. They have  
spent time working on a diverse range of projects while sup-
porting Cardano’s growth. 

Very few teams have spent such time on developing wallets 
(Yoroi Mobile V1, Adalite and NuFi) or integrating them. 
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THE WINGRIDERS DAO

Our platform will be governed by a Decentralized Autono-
mous Organization - essentially governed by the community 
via the platform governance token.

A DAO is an organization designed to be automated and de-
centralized. It acts as a form of venture capital fund, based 
on open-source code and without a typical management 
structure or board of directors. 

Why make an organization like the DAO? The WingRiders 
team believes they could eliminate human error or manip-
ulation of investor funds by placing decision-making power 
into the hands of an automated system and a crowdsourced 
process.

DECENTRALIZED
AUTONOMOUS
ORGANIZATION
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TOKENOMICS

WingRiders will ultimately be governed by a DAO, and this 
governance will be supported by a governance token. The 
Tokenomics and distribution of the token is outlined in the 
table below. 

DEX TOKENS PERCENTAGE

Incubation entities 20 000 000 20 %

Future hires 5 000 000 5 %

Partnership & Marketing 5 000 000 5 %

Presale participants 6 000 000 6 %

Private & Public sale 14 000 000 14 %

Ecosystem development 50 000 000 50 %

Total 100 000 000 100 %
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For more details of our upcoming 
Token Sale, please follow us on:

Twitter Discord Telegram

wingriders.com

https://discord.gg/wingriders
https://discord.gg/wingriders
https://twitter.com/wingriderscom
https://twitter.com/wingriderscom
https://discord.gg/wingriders
https://t.me/WingRidersOfficial
http://www.wingriders.com
https://www.wingriders.com/

